
Vehicle Transportation Guide
The following are vehicle transportation options Classic Japan Rally recommends. Please take a look and find a suitable one.

＊The vehicle transportation support service is not available for Hankyu Ferry and Tokyo Kyushu Ferry, so please arrange transportation by yourself.

 （When transporting from Kansai 
  or Chubu Region）

Drive by yourself + Ferry①

 （When transporting from Kyusyu Region）
Drive by yourself + Ferry②

Transport by land + Ferry 《Depart》 ［Transport by land］ TransWeb Co., Ltd.（Your neighborhood ‒ Osaka Nanko Port）
 ［Ferry］ Meimon Taiyo Ferry from Osaka Nanko Port （Osaka Nanko Port ‒ Shinmoji Port）
《Return》 ［Transport by land］ TransWeb Co., Ltd.（Kobe ‒ Your neighborhood）

Transport by sea (only vehicles) 
+ Transport by land

《Depart》 ［Transport by sea (only vehicles)］ 
 Tokyu Ferry（Tokyo Ariake Port ‒ Shinmoji Port） ‒ Vehicles are stored in Moji after arriving.
《Return》 ［Transport by land］ TransWeb Co., Ltd. （Kobe ‒ Your neighborhood）

Transport by land 《Depart》 TransWeb Co., Ltd. （Your neighborhood ‒ Meeting place in Moji）
《Return》 TransWeb Co., Ltd. （Kobe ‒ Your neighborhood）

Transport by air (JAL) 
+ Transport by land

《Depart》 ［Transport by air］ Japan Airlines （Haneda ‒ Fukuoka）
《Return》 ［Transport by land］ TransWeb Co., Ltd. （Kobe ‒ Your neighborhood）

Transport by air 
to and from destination

《Depart》 ［Transport by air］ Japan Airlines （Haneda ‒ Fukuoka）
《Return》 ［Transport by air］ Japan Airlines （Itami ‒ Haneda）

《Depart》 ［Drive by yourself］ Your home ‒ Osaka Nanko Port or Kobe Port
 ［Ferry］ Meimon Taiyo Ferry from Osaka Nanko Port （Osaka Nanko Port ‒ Shinmoji Port）
 　　      Hankyu Ferry＊ from Kobe Port （Kobe Port ‒ Shinmoji Port）
《Return》 ［Drive by yourself］ Kobe ‒ Your home

《Depart》 ［Drive by yourself］ Your home ‒ Meeting place in Moji
《Return》 ［Ferry］ Meimon Taiyo Ferry from Osaka Nanko Port （Osaka Nanko Port ‒ Shinmoji Port）
 　　      Hankyu Ferry＊ from Kobe Port （Kobe Port ‒ Shinmoji Port）

《Depart》 Tokyo Kyusyu Ferry＊（Yokosuka ‒ Shinmoji Port）　* It will go into service in July, 2021.Ferry

*We may not be able to meet your request.  *The event office will arrange vehicle storage in Moji.
*The fares shown above are an example. fares vary depending on the type of cabin and the details of transportation, etc.　 

Vehicle Transportation Support Service Guide
Our event office helps you arrange vehicle transportation. 

This support service is available for those who apply for entry by August 20, 2021.

Meimon Taiyo Ferry  One way (Osaka Nanko Port ～ Shinmonji Port) for one vehicle and two passengers ￥29,780～, tax included

 Round trip①：Tokyo area ～ Osaka Nanko Port + Kobe ～ Tokyo area ￥118,800～, tax included
 Round trip②：Tokyo area ～ Moji Port + Kobe ～ Tokyo area ￥191,400～, tax included

TransWeb Co., Ltd.

The event office arranges for the following transportation companies.

Ferry Meimon Taiyo Ferry
It operates ferries between Osaka Nanko Port and Shinmoji Port. You 
travel with your vehicle and can select your preferred cabin on a first 
come, first served basis. (Fares vary depending on the length of vehicle 
and the type of cabin.)

Transport by land TransWeb Co., Ltd.
A 4-car trailer that transports only vehicles. You can load and unload your 
vehicle near your home. Only available for those who depart from Kobe ～ 
Chubu and Kanto areas. (Fares vary depending on the number of vehicles 
loaded and where you depart from.)

The event office provides information on the following transportation companies. Please book your transportation by yourself.

◆  Sample Fares  ◆

Transport by sea (only vehicles) Tokyu Ferry
It operates ferries between Tokyo Ariake Port and Shinmoji Port and 
transports only vehicles.

Transport by air JAL
It transports from Haneda to Fukuoka and from Itami to Haneda. There are 
size and weight limits for vehicles.


